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A minor machine factory in the eastern part of Denmark has great success in the pump manufacturing industry. The foundation for the concept is an old basic model that during the past has been
undergoing very few improvements. The technique is still effective, simple and strong, and many of
the early models are still operating.
There are other manufacturer available in
this part of Denmark besides the giant from
Bjerringbro, more specifically situated in
Hasselager outside Århus, where B. Christensen Machine Factory is located.
You will not observe any presentation of
new high technological products produced
on new high technical machines in modern
and clean facilities. However, the workshop is more like a smithy and a machine
shop installed with manual lathes and ditto staff members. Mills and a big shaper
machines combined with store facilities
including thousands of spare parts and patterns covering more than 60 different pump
types, from where the first pump model was
produced in 1927.
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Svendborg water plant is a practical example. Since 1934, six pump models HT have
been in operation and they run more than
560.000 hours. Only bearings have been
changed 3 times as well as one wearing
ring once.
This statement can be proved by looking
into the old narrow archive of Trium Pump.
If you read the text close up in the old
books, you will find full details covering
all sold models, as well as actual repairs
and supply of spare parts.
Full details are printed with a precise
handwriting, and as an example you are
able to observe that Svendborg water plant
has paid DKK 912,25 for each pump and
which is less than the cost for one bearing
in 2006. Today is the price for similar pump
DKK 42.000,-, and the factory produces 80

Pumps from Trium pump can be installed in a vertical position as shown
from a supply in Roskilde. This is also possible onboard ships, where the
removal space is limited.
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